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The knapsack problem, maximize r_, CiX, when p_, 4% G b for integers Xi 30, can be 
solved by the chid step-off algorithm. ?he algorithm develops a series of feasible solutions 
with ever-increasing objective values. We make a change in the problem so that the step-off 
algotithm produces a series of solutions of not necessarily increasing objective values. A point is 
reached when no better solutions can be found and the calculation is stopped. 

. 1. Iamb&em 

The knapsack qroblem is: find integers 4 2 0, i = 1, . . . , m, that maximize z 
when 

m 

c Ci& = 2, 
i= 1 

f a,x+b; 
iz 1 

the Ci are given positive reals and the q, 6, m are given positive integers. 

We assume without loss of generality that the greatest common divisor 

god(al,a2,....Q=1. 

The popular step-off algorithms [1,2] for the knapsack problem succeed in 

enumerating all values of zyS1 qq until the value of b is reached. At the same 
time the algorithms produce the maximum of El ~4. These algorithms are 

efficient for small 6. For large b there exists a periodic&y in the computation; the 
enumeration may be stopped before the value of b is reached. The periodicity is 
recognized when any further step-off will enumerate values for one Xi variable 

only. This recognition occurs, however, only after extraneous computation. 
In this paper we change the knapsack problem in order to improve the 

efficiency of step-off methods. Problems can now be solved with a smaller number 
of step-offs. 

2. A step-off dgodthm 

In this section we consider the knapsack problem with the indices ordered SO 
that index m satisfies c&z,.,, > ci/q for i # m. We have x,,, s [b/a,,,], where [y] 
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denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to y. If b/u,,, is an integer, then the 
maximum z is given by x,,, = 6/~, xI = 0 for if m. If 6/G is not an integer, we 
make the change h + k = [6/u,,,], and obtain the equivalent problem: maximize z 
where 

m-l 

c Ci& =Z-Cm[b/G]+Cmk, (1) 
i= 1 

msl ~~~b-qJN~l+~k (2) 
is 1 

k = 0, 1, . . . ) [b/a,,,]. 
We need to solve only the equivalent problem for each k, 0~ k s[b/a,], and 

select the solution that gives the largest z value. In fact, we can step-off using the 
left-side of (2) until the value 6 is reached. We can do even better. We rely on the 
!ikelihood of x,,, having a positive optimal value for the knapsack problem,’ with 
optimal k being less than [b/a,,,]. Hence, the solution will be found before 6 is 
reached in the enumeration of (2). We are able to determine if the enumeration 
may be stopped. Since the objective value is z* = c,,,[&,,,] for k =O, x*1 = 
0 , . . . , x,~&.-~ = 0, we want a solution where z > c,[!&zJ. Similarly, given any 
feasible solution k*, x7, . . . , .u~__~ to (2) with resultant objective value z”, we 
want a solution with z > z? 

Any z larger than z* clearly n&ust also satisfy z 

d = gcd (Cl9 c2, l l l 3 

i 

cm) all Ci integer, 
&>O otherwise, 

where e is sufficiently small. We then have the 

Theorem. A solution to the knapsack problem with z a z* + d, where d is defined 

az*+d, where 

by (3) and z* is the value of (1) gitm by feasible values k*? x?, . . . , xzml to (2), 

requires that the k value of the solution be k s km-, where 

k,,= [crA;““] (4) 

h=b-[b/a,,&,,, S=z*-c,,,[b/a,,,]+d 

and index r is defined by c,lb, = max (cj/q 1 i c 1) for the set I = {i 1 bi s c,,$ - 

am(z*+d), l~i~m-- 1) for bi = c,a, - cik. If I is empty, then max z s z*. 

Proof. If feasible k, xi values to (2) produce z a z* + d, then from (1) 
m-l 

k (z 
s ciq 

i=l 

’ E.g., optimal x, 2 1 for b sufliciently large. 



and from (2) 
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q,r~~-6+%~%ml)/am 
i=l 

Combining (5) and (6), we obtain 

(6) 

m-l 

c b,x, +,,b-a&*+d) (7) 
and the &&um value possible for the right side of (5) subject to (7) is given by 
X, = (c,,J - q,,(z*+d))/b, q = 0 for if: r; (4) and the rest of the theorem follow 
rapidly. 

ctiary. Ifi for k = 0, 1, . . . , km, 

z*, $, . . . , x*,-,, 
max z subject to (1) arul (2) occurs for 

k’, where k,- is given by (4), then z* is maximal. 

Remark. We require C&Z,,, > C&Q. Otherwise, bi = 0 and we are unable to find a 
bound for k smaller than [b/a,J. See Section 3. 

Remark. For ease of computation, it appears best to assume the index ordering 
given by q/a, < l 9 l s ~_l/a,,,-r <r/a,,,. We then have cl/b1 G l l l ~c,_Jb,,,_, 
and the index t in the theorem is the largest index in set I. 

The theorem lets us solve (1) and (2) by enumerating CL;* a,~, while producing 
the maximum of r=<’ qq. We obtain maximum z as a function of k for increasing 
values of k starting with k = 0. We begin with z* = c,,,[b/u,J and save any larger t 
value as new z*, obtaining decreasing values for k,, and decreasing bound for 
the right side of (2). We stop the enumeration long before b is reached whenever 
optimal k is small. We base our algorithm on the step-off algorithm of Gilmore 
and Gomory [l]. 

We define F(x) as 

F(X) = max (- mzl ciq 1 mE1 qq 6 x, integer 4 20 ) . 

1=1 131 

I(X) is the usual index function; the variable with index I(x), increased by one in 
the step-off to X, produces F(X). Hence, a backtrack procedure, using I(x), will 
produce the optimal q values at the conclusion of the algorithm. 

~w== kmax and next z are determined by their appropriate subroutines. 
The indices are ordered so that q/a1 s l l l ~c,,,_&,,,_~ <c&q,,- d = 

g=m1&,..., Cm) if all q are integers; d = E >O otherwise. 

Step 1. Initialize F(x)=Ofor Oexsb, y=O, h=b-[b&l&, L,=A, I(O)=l, 
z = c,Jb/t~,J and k ~0. Set bi = c,,,e -~,a,,, for i = 1,. . . , m - 1. Determine k,,. 
Go to step 2a. 
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Step 2a. Let j = I(y). 
Step 2b. If y + ai c A + a,&,,, then let Q = C~ + F(y) and go to Step 2c. Other- 

wise, go to Step 2d. 
Step 2c. If u 2 E(y + a&, then let F(y + q) = u, I(y + %) = j and go to Step 2d. 

Otherwise, go to Step 2d. 
Step 2d. If j c m - 1, then let j = j + 1 and go to Step 2b. Otherwise, go to Step 

3a. 
Step 3a. Let y = y + 1. 
Step 3b. If F(y) > F(y - 1), go to Step 3c. Otherwise, let F(y) = F(y - 1) and 

I(y) = m + 1; go to Step 3d. 
Step 3c. If y = L, obtain next z. Go to Step 2a. Otherwise, go to Step 2a. 
Step 3d. If y = L, obtain next z. Go to Step 3a. Otherwise, go to Step 3a. 

Routine k,,. 
Step 1. If l={i 1 biacmb-_(z+d), l~isrn-1) is non-empty, determine r, 

the largest index in I and go to Step 2. Qtherwise, stop. 
Step 2. Set 6 = z - c,,,[b/q,,]+ d and k,, = min ([(Q - a$)/b,b [b/q,,]). If k > 

k max* stop. Otherwise, return. 

Routine next z. 
Step 1. If F(y)+c,,,[b/aJ-c,,,k~z, go io Step 2. Otherwise, set z= 

F(y) + c,,,[b/G]-c,k and determine km=; go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Let k=k+l. If k>k,,, stop. Otherwise, set L = L + a,,, and return. 

That completes the algorithm. 

3, The c Ja,,, = q/a, case 

Consider the knapsack problem with ~~1% < c,la, = l 9 l = c,,,/u,,,, j < s. We have 
k!2& + - l l + a,,,~,,, s p[b/p] where p = gcd (4, . . . , a,,,). Making the change 

i=s 

we obtain the equivalent problem: maximize t where 

s-l 
c ciXi =t-p(~la,)CblpI+p(c,la,)k, 
i= 1 

(9) 

s-l 

VT 
L ai% s b - p[b/p] + pk, izl (10) 

k=O , . . . , [b/p]. We then follow the same approach as in the theorem and find an 
upper bound for k. The algorithm, then, is almost the same-stepping-off in (9) 
and (10). When each k value arises we need to solve (8) before any z value 
becomes allowable. Again km,, is decreasing and we stop when k > km,. The 



solution of (8) for nonnegative q is one of classical number theory and any good 
method may be used. We use the method of [3]. 
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